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What is VWhat is VereriCitiCitee??

VeriCite is a plagiarism detection service that identifies potentially plagiarized or
improperly cited text. VeriCite is most commonly used within a learning management
system to scan student submissions. The service automatically checks submitted work
against an ever-increasing index of online sources. VeriCite is available integrated into
the Canvas, Moodle, and Sakai learning management systems, or as a standalone IMS
Learning Tools Interoperability (LTI) service which can be integrated into any other
platform or LMS that supports LTI. Our inspiration for creating this service was to
provide our clients with an affordable, reliable plagiarism service that delivers reports
instantly.

HoHow does it ww does it wororkk??

VerCite can consume student in-line submissions and submission files in most common file
formats (e.g. pptx, html, docx, pdf, txt, rtf, ppt, doc, odf, etc.). It converts the student
submission into plain text and excludes any quoted material from matching. The rest of the
text is then compared for exact matches with existing source material. VeriCite uses string
matching methods, along with a series of algorithms and scoring processes, to identify
matching texts. A final report is presented to the user highlighting different levels or
amounts of matching per submission. There is an overview score as well as a side by side
comparison of the matching text and sources.

VeriCite reports are created on demand every single time you click to view the report. This
means that there is no waiting for the report; all reports are delivered instantly. Reports are
also non-static. If a student submits a paper and gets a plagiarized score of 0, and then
another student in another class submits the same paper, then both reports and plagiarism
scores will update to 100 to show that they have plagiarized. This dynamic updating can
help prevent cases where groups of students or paper mills share the same paper.

All submitted papers are indexed in a completely encrypted form then stored securely in a
repository that is specific to each subscribing institution. Additionally, the institution
maintains full ownership and control of their repository materials.
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CCananvvas, Moodle, anas, Moodle, and Sakd Sakai Intai Integregrationsations

The Canvas, Moodle, and Sakai integrations work within the native Assignments tool in the
LMS. When enabled, the VeriCite service appears as an additional option in the assignment
settings when instructors create an assignment. Assignment in-line submissions and file
attachments are automatically submitted for plagiarism review when students submit the
assignment. Reports are delivered within the Assignment interface immediately after
submission. If desired, instructors may allow students to view their own reports.

Optionally, the LTI integration can be used in addition to the native integration in Canvas,
Moodle, and Sakai. The LTI tool provides access to administrative features and is typically
used by system admins to run reports.

LLTI IntTI Integregrationation

VeriCite may also be installed as a separate LTI service. The LTI open standard makes it
compatible with most learning management systems available today (e.g. Blackboard,
Brightspace, etc.). The LTI service allows instructors to create assignments, to organize
student submissions and grade assignments. Grades entered into the LTI tool are
automatically sent to the LMS Gradebook.

HoHow can I get Vw can I get VereriCitiCitee??

VeriCite is a cloud-based service to which institutions subscribe on a monthly or annual
basis. Upon subscribing, you will receive a key to access the service and the required
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documentation for setting up the service in your LMS. VeriCite pricing is based on
institution FTE (full time enrollment).

For more information including a demonstration and pricing schedule, please visit our
website: https://vericite.com/
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VVereriCitiCite Fe FAAQsQs

VeriCite is a plagiarism detection service that identifies potentially plagiarized or
improperly cited text. VeriCite is most commonly used within a learning management
system to scan student submissions. The service automatically checks submitted work
against an ever-increasing index of online sources.

No plagiarism detection process is perfect; that’s not the goal. VeriCite and other
excellent plagiarism services identify textual material that is potentially plagiarized by
minimizing reports of false positives (identifying authentically original material as
plagiarized) or false negatives (failing to identify actual plagiarism).

Like all such services, VeriCite identifies most cases of plagiarized work and most
importantly can be used to engage your students in important conversations about
attribution, proper citations and the impacts of plagiarism. VeriCite acts as an incentive
for students to submit their own best work without making plagiarism detection a
primary focus of their course.

HoHow does Vw does VereriCitiCite gene genereratate re reporeportsts??

Students submit their papers online, and then VeriCite converts the student submission
into plain text and excludes any quoted material from matching. The rest of the text is then
compared for exact matches with existing source material. VeriCite uses string matching
methods, along with a series of algorithms and scoring processes, to identify matching
texts. A report is presented to the user highlighting different levels or amounts of matching
per submission. There is an overview score as well as a side by side comparison of the
matching text and sources.

VeriCite reports are created on demand every time the report is viewed. This means that
there is no waiting for the report; all reports are delivered instantly. Reports are also
dynamically refreshed. If a student submits a paper and gets a plagiarized score of 0, and
then another student in another class submits the same paper, then both reports and
plagiarism scores will update to 100 to show that they have plagiarized. This dynamic
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updating can help prevent cases where groups of students or paper mills share the same
paper.

All submitted papers are indexed then stored securely in a repository that is specific to each
subscribing institution.

What rWhat resouresourcces does Ves does VereriCitiCite use te use to identifo identify possibley possible
plaplagiargiarismism??

VeriCite compares student submissions against data that have been encrypted from
millions of academically-related websites, both public and private, including books, journals,
articles, open educational resources and much more. For example, the 4.6 million articles in
the English edition of Wikipedia have been indexed and VeriCite is negotiating with
commercial vendors to include their periodical and book databases in the process.

The VeriCite crawler was initiated with a “seed” list of several thousand key academic
resources that are commonly plagiarized. The VeriCite crawler continuously indexes each of
those sites and all the sites that are linked within those sites and beyond. Academically-
related sites most often link to other academically oriented sites, and to sites that provide
additional topical information for their site visitors (all potentially plagiarized material). We
are constantly adding new sites to the list based on our crawling process, manual additions
to the seed list, and negotiated permissions to add new resources.

In addition, each institution has their own private repository in which all student
submissions for that institution are stored and used for comparison. VeriCite can even index
papers from prior term courses in order to populate the private repository with several years
worth of student work. All papers stored in this private repository remain the property of the
institution and are removed from the VeriCite database if the institution discontinues the
service.

HoHow larw large is this inge is this indedex of sourx of sourcce mate matererialsials??

The index is massive and continuously growing. More than 50 million academically-related
websites (approaching billions of pages) have been indexed to date. Approximately one
million new sites are added to the comparison repository each day. The current comparison
repository contains many terabytes of highly compressed “hashes” that are used for
comparisons.
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HoHow can I get Vw can I get VereriCitiCite sere servicviceses??

Your institution or organization can subscribe to VeriCite by going to vericite.com and
completing the online subscription form. If you need any additional assistance once you
have subscribed, please contact support@vericite.com.

VeriCite does not currently provide subscriptions to individuals. If you would like to try
VeriCite, go to vericite.com for a demo.

CCan wan we he host Vost VereriCitiCite at our institutione at our institution??

No. VeriCite is a cloud-based subscription service.

CCan Van VereriCitiCite use a re use a repositepositorory of soury of sourcces that is specific anes that is specific andd
prprivivatate te to our institutiono our institution??

Yes. VeriCite always uses the primary public repository described above as well as the
institution's own separate, private, institution-specific repository. This allows VeriCite to
check all newly submitted papers against an institution's previously submitted papers as
well as any public repositories. Institutions may remove their institutional repositories from
VeriCite's database if they decide to no longer use VeriCite.

Is it possible tIs it possible to sharo share our institutional re our institutional repositepositorory with othy with otherer
scschhoolsools??

Yes. VeriCite has a "consortium" option where institutions belonging to a consortium can
opt in to share repositories among consortium members. Consortium admins may also run
reports which include aggregate data for all members. To request to create a new
consortium or become a part of an existing consortium, please email support@vericite.com.
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HoHow do ww do we install Ve install VereriCitiCitee??

The LTI version of VeriCite requires only access credentials, not a local installation. The LTI
version can be used with any LMS that supports the LTI standard. If you prefer to use a
native integration option (currently available for Canvas, Sakai, and Moodle) installation
instructions will be provided upon subscription.

Detailed documentation is available for installing VeriCite in your LMS. If additional
assistance is needed once you've subscribed, please contact support@vericite.com.

CCan wan we ee evvaluataluate Ve VereriCitiCite befe beforore decidine deciding tg to use it bro use it brooaadlydly??

Yes. You can try VeriCite free for 60 days. Signing up for the trial will make VeriCite live
within your LMS so educators and students can experience VeriCite first hand. To sign up
for your free trial, or to demo VeriCite, go to vericite.com.

CCan Van VereriCitiCite be used at the be used at the same same time time as othe as other plaer plagiargiarismism
serservicviceses??

Yes, but only one plagiarism service can be active at a time within any given course. (Also,
please note that Canvas only supports one native plagiarism service integration per
instance. If you plan to use more than one service at the same time in Canvas, you may
need to use the LTI version during your evaluation.)

Do VDo VereriCitiCite re reporeports link bts link baacck tk to tho the ore original souriginal sourcce mate matererialsials??

Yes. VeriCite reports clearly indicate the potentially plagiarized text and provide links back to
the original source materials.
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What leWhat leararninning manag managemgement sent syyststems does Vems does VereriCitiCite we wororkk
withwith??

VeriCite is available integrated into the Canvas, Moodle, and Sakai learning management
systems, or as a standalone IMS Learning Tools Interoperability (LTI) service which can be
integrated into any other platform or LMS that supports LTI. (Blackboard, Brightspace, and
almost all other LMSs support LTI.)

Is it possible tIs it possible to hao havve both the both the Le LTI anTI and thd the native native LMSe LMS
intintegregration enabled at thation enabled at the same same time time, usine, using thg the same samee
VVereriCitiCite ae accccountount??

Yes, the LTI and internal integration work well together and there is no added charge to use
both. If you create an internal integration assignment and submit to it, both the assignment
and the submissions will show up in the LTI tool and will be associated with the same users.
We encourage most users to use the internal integration since it will be most familiar for
your students and instructors and it takes advantage of all of the LMS features, such as
grading, permissions, etc. However, the LTI tool is always available if you have a special use
case. For example, admin users utilize the LTI version to access admin reports and statistics.

What matWhat matererial fial forormats does Vmats does VereriCitiCite scane scan??

VerCite can consume student in-line submissions (authored in a rich text editor) and
attached files in most common file formats (e.g. pptx, html, docx, pdf, txt, rtf, ppt, doc, odf,
etc.).

Does VDoes VereriCitiCite dete detecect selft self-pla-plagiargiarismism??

Yes. If a student submits the same paper more than once within a single course, VeriCite
assumes that each submission is a draft and does not flag the paper as plagiarized. (This
default setting may be changed by the instructor if desired.) However, if the student
submits the same paper to more than one course, VeriCite will identify the work as
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plagiarized. Because VeriCite reports are dynamic, reports in both courses will be updated
to identify this self-plagiarism.

ArAre the the pe paperapers that students submit fully securs that students submit fully secured aned andd
prprivivatatee??

Yes. All submissions from your students are stored privately and securely. These protections,
including FERPA compliance, are ensured by our contract for services and insured against
data loss/exposure by our cyberliability insurance.

Does VDoes VereriCitiCite hae havve mule multiple lantiple languaguage supporge supportt??

No. VeriCite only supports the English language at this time.

I submitI submittted a ped a paper liftaper lifted red right out of a jouright out of a journal but Vnal but VereriCitiCitee
didndidn’’t catt catcch ith it.. WhWhyy??

No plagiarism service is authoritative or has complete coverage because it’s not possible to
access and index 100% of all online content that might be submitted in a paper.

For example, publishers’ content such as scholarly journals, textbooks, and subscription-
based periodicals aren’t openly distributed. Libraries pay license fees to access these
databases of publishers’ content. Publishers don’t allow this content to be openly indexed
(although VeriCite is actively negotiating with several publishers for such rights).

Historically, only about 5% of all plagiarism matches reported by the leading plagiarism
services come directly from licensed content. In many cases, licensed content does not
show up in plagiarism scans, not just from VeriCite, but from any scanning service.
However, the impact on an individual report score is not likely to be great because the
relative volume of publishers’ content within the student submission is low.

It is far more common to find a match to licensed content that has been released for public
access or has been plagiarized. This is particularly true for significant passages that have
been taken from otherwise private (licensed) content. Salient points from an article are far
more likely to be cited and even copied into publicly accessible content.
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WhWhy doesny doesn’’t tht the re reporeport highlight sentt highlight sentenencces that I kes that I knnooww
sesevvereral othal other students haer students havve submite submittted in thed in their peir paperaperss??

VeriCite attempts to reduce false positives with contextual awareness of assignments. Some
assignments include a question and then a space for a student to respond. If VeriCite
discovers that a question is repeated on each student response for an assignment, it will
exclude the template questions in the plagiarism matching routines.

HoHow aw acccurcuratate she should plaould plagiargiarism detism detecection betion be??

It depends on your needs.

If you are a publisher and need to make absolutely certain that the manuscript you are
about to purchase is indeed the intellectual property of the seller, then you’ll want a very
high level of confidence in the plagiarism process.

If you are an instructor in a course, you probably have different goals. You want your
students to author responsibly, to understand and respect the intellectual property of
others and of course, to avoid the sanctions of the campus judicial policies on academic
honesty. The presence of a plagiarism service in the assignment submission process serves
as an incentive. If most forms of plagiarism are flagged for inspection by the instructor,
these goals will be realized. As in almost anything, achieving 100% certainty is quite difficult
and expensive, if possible at all. Debora Weber-Wulff, a thought leader in plagiarism
detection, has said [1] “…it is not important in an education setting to find all of the
plagiarism in a paper. It is sufficient to find enough for a sanction to be necessary.”
Sanctions are perhaps a last resort, but engaging the student in a discussion about
academic honesty comes first.

[1] Weber-Wulff, et al., 2013. Plagiarism Detection Software Test 2013. http://plagiat.htw-
berlin.de/?attachment_id=2916

Is thIs therere tre traininaining ag avvailable failable for Vor VereriCitiCitee??

Yes. In addition to VeriCite's extensive online documentation and recorded video tutorials,
we offer free monthly training sessions that are open for anyone to register. See our current
schedule of live online training sessions to sign up.
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Hopefully the free resources we provide will meet your training needs. However, if you
would like to schedule a private online training session for your group, we’d be happy to
provide it. Just send a note to support@vericite.com with some suggested dates and times,
and give us at least two weeks advance notice. If you have particular topics you want to
cover, let us know that, too.
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HoHow do I naw do I navigatvigate in Ve in VereriCitiCite usine using thg thee
kkeeyboyboarard?d?

VeriCite has a number of keyboard shortcuts for users who prefer to navigate using the
keyboard.

Tip: You can also pull up the following list of shortcuts within the interface by selecting
SHIFT+? on your keyboard.

KKeeyboyboarard Shd Shororttcutscuts

TTABAB Use TAB to step through the user interface.

HH Use H to jump to the header of the page. This is normally the navigation section.

SHIFSHIFTT+H+H Use SHIFT+H to jump to the header of a dialog page.

BB Use B to jump to the body of the page. This is the main section, for instance the report or
the list of items.

SHIFSHIFTT+B+B Use SHIFT+B to jump to the body of a dialog page. This is the main section, for
instance a list of items.

FF Use F to jump to the find/filter input or the last action element on the page.

SHIFSHIFTT+F+F Use SHIFT+F to jump to the footer of a dialog page.

NN Use N to jump to the next button. This can be for list pagers or next report, for example.

SHIFSHIFTT+N+N Use SHIFT+N to jump to the next match button for the main report.

PP Use P to jump to the previous button. This can be for list pagers or previous report, for
example.

SHIFSHIFTT+P+P Use SHIFT+P to jump to the previous match button for the main report.

MM Use M to jump to the matched paper section in the report page.
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CC Use C when focused on a report sentence to add an annotation. Press ESC to jump out of
annotations.
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AAdmin Ardmin Articticlesles
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SakSakai Nativai Native Inte Integregration Instrucation Instructionstions

VeriCite offers both a native integration and an LTI integration for Sakai. The native
integration works within the LMS's Assignments tool and is enabled as part of your
Sakai installation. The LTI integration may be configured separately without modifying
the Sakai code base or properties. You may install either or both integrations in a single
instance of your LMS. Most institutions make the LTI tool available to system
administrators so that they can access the admin features and reports via the LTI
interface.

NativNative Inte Integregration Installationation Installation

This is a developers' walkthrough for installing VeriCite's Content Review Service for Sakai
11.x, Sakai 10.x, and Sakai 2.9.x.

SakSakai 11.x, Sakai 11.x, Sakai 10ai 10.x, an.x, and Sakd Sakai 2ai 2.9.9.x.x

This guide will show you how to install and configure VeriCite in Sakai. We also include
instructions on how to use the Federated Content Review Service to run multiple Content
Review Services in Sakai. For the manual install, this guide expects that you have Git
installed as well as SVN, Maven, and your own Sakai instance. You will use the following
repositories:

https://github.com/vericite/contentreview-impl-vericite

https://github.com/vericite/contentreview-federated

If you have any questions with this guide or would like to request a pilot, please contact
support@vericite.com
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SourSourcce Ce Code anode and Pd Patatcchheses

*Delet*Delete the the ee existinxisting prg projecoject in this tutt in this tutororial fial frrom Tom Tomomcat (Acat (Assignmssignmentent, C, Contontent Reent Revievieww,,
VVereriCitiCite Impl, Ce Impl, Contontent Reent Revieview Fw Federederatated) aned) and makd make sure sure the theey ary are all usine all using thg the same same ve verersionsion
of thof the Ce Contontent Reent Revieview APw API while buildinI while buildingg

*If y*If you haou havve a pre a preevious install of Tvious install of Tururnitin, plenitin, please makase make sure sure ye you rou rememoovve this fe this frrom yom yourour
TTomomcat instancat instancce. The. The pre projecoject namt name will be update will be updated aned and an old instand an old instancce will cause the will cause thee
ccontontent rent reevieview serw servicvice te to no not wot worork prk properoperlyly..

SakSakai 11.xai 11.x

cd {sakai_src_home}/content-review
vi contentreview-federated/pack/src/webapp/WEB-INF/components.xml (make sure VeriCite is
listed in the providers list)
git clone -b 2.0 https://github.com/vericite/contentreview-impl-vericite.git
cd contentreview-impl-vericite
mvn clean install sakai:deploy

SakSakai 10ai 10.x.x

cd {sakai_src_home}
rm -rf content-review
svn co https://source.sakaiproject.org/svn/msub/longsight.com/content-review/contentreview-
10.x_features-backport/ content-review
cd content-review
vi contentreview-federated/pack/src/webapp/WEB-INF/components.xml (make sure VeriCite is
listed in the providers list)
mvn clean install sakai:deploy
git clone -b 2.0 https://github.com/vericite/contentreview-impl-vericite.git
cd contentreview-impl-vericite
git apply sakai10x.patch
mvn clean install sakai:deploy
cd ../../
rm -rf assignment
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svn co https://source.sakaiproject.org/svn/msub/longsight.com/assignment/assignment-10.
x_features-backport/ assignment
cd assignment
mvn clean install sakai:deploy

SakSakai 2ai 2.9.9.x.x

cd {sakai_src_home}/content-review
git clone -b 1.0 https://github.com/vericite/contentreview-impl-vericite.git
patch -p0 < contentreview-impl-vericite/contentreview.patch
mvn clean install sakai:deploy
git clone -b 1.0 https://github.com/vericite/contentreview-federated.git
cd contentreview-federated
git apply sakai-29x.patch
vi pack/src/webapp/WEB-INF/components.xml (make sure VeriCite is listed in the providers
list)
mvn clean install sakai:deploy
cd ../contentreview-impl-vericite
git apply sakai29x.patch
mvn clean install sakai:deploy
cd ../../assignment
patch -p0 < ../content-review/contentreview-impl-vericite/assignment-29x.patch
mvn clean install sakai:deploy

*If you want to install TII for Sakai 2.9, Sakai 10, and Sakai 11.0, apply the patch located in
{sakai_src_home}/content-review/contentreview-impl-vericite/contentreview-impl_tii.patch
You will also need to update the components.xml providers list for the federated content
review service. The first content review service listed will be the default for all sites. You can
override the default by setting a site property like: contentreview.provider=VeriCite If you
need to change the default content review service, you can set the sakai property
contentreview.defaultProvider=0 (zero based index of the providers list in content review
federated).
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SakSakai 11.x, Sakai 11.x, Sakai 10ai 10.x, an.x, and Sakd Sakai 2ai 2.9.9.x P.x Prroperopertiesties

vericite.serviceUrl=(string) for Sakai 11.0 and Sakai 10.x use "https://api.vericite.com/
lms/"; for Sakai 2.9.x use "https://app.vericite.com/vericite/report/"
vericite.consumer=(string) we will provide this for you
vericite.consumerSecret=(string) we will provide this for you
contentreview.defaultProvider=(int) if you have multiple content review services, this
allows you to set the default based on index in Federated's components.xml file
assignment.useContentReview=(boolean) Sets whether content review is used for the
Assignments tool.
assignment2.useContentReview=(boolean) Sets whether content review is used for the
Assignment2 tool.
contentreview.allowStudentView.default=(boolean) Sets the default for whether students can
view their reports for new assignments.
contentreview.option.exclude_quoted=(boolean) Sets whether the instructor can see the
option to modify the exclude quotes option. If false, then reports will not exclude quotes.
contentreview.option.exclude_quoted.default=(boolean) Sets the default for the exclude
quotes option. If true, then quoted material is excluded in the report scoring algorithm.

AAddindding Pg Prrojecojects tts to tho the Fe Full Buildull Build

If you are running Turnitin, rename the checkout to something unique like "contentreview-
impl-tii". This can be done in the .externals file or just rename the folder.

Add the projects to the main Sakai pom so that the projects will be built:

Index: pom.xml
===================================================================
--- pom.xml        (revision 308876)
+++ pom.xml        (working copy)
@@ -63,6 +63,9 @@
config
content
content-review
+ content-review/contentreview-federated
+ content-review/contentreview-impl-vericite
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+ content-review/contentreview-impl-tii
courier
dav
delegatedaccess

Optional:Optional: AAdd Vdd VereriCitiCite Le LTI tTI tool cool configuronfiguration:ation:

Create or edit file: {CATALINA_HOME}/sakai/portlets/IMSBLTIPortlet.xml:

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<registration>

<tool
id="sakai.vericite" title="VeriCite" description="VeriCite Plagiarism

Service">
<configuration name="sakai:portlet-pre-render" value="true" />
<configuration name="functions.require" />
<configuration name="imsti.launch" value="https://api.vericite.com/web/v1/

authenticate/lti" />
<configuration name="imsti.xml" />
<configuration name="imsti.secret" value="{secret}" />
<configuration name="imsti.key" value="{key}" />
<configuration name="imsti.pagetitle" value="VeriCite" />
<configuration name="imsti.tooltitle" value="VeriCite" />
<configuration name="imsti.frameheight" />
<configuration name="imsti.debug" />
<configuration name="imsti.releasename" value="on" />
<configuration name="imsti.releaseemail" value="on" />
<configuration name="final.launch" value="true"/>
<configuration name="final.xml" value="true"/>
<configuration name="final.secret" value="true"/>
<configuration name="final.key" value="true"/>
<configuration name="final.pagetitle" value="false"/>
<configuration name="final.tooltitle" value="false"/>
<configuration name="final.newwindow" value="false"/>
<configuration name="final.frameheight" value="false"/>
<configuration name="final.debug" value="false"/>
<configuration name="final.releasename" value="true"/>
<configuration name="final.releaseemail" value="true"/>
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</tool>
</registration>
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SakSakai Lai LTI IntTI Integregration Instrucation Instructionstions

VeriCite offers both a native integration and an LTI integration for Sakai. The native
integration works within the LMS's Assignments tool and is enabled as part of your
Sakai installation. The LTI integration may be configured separately without modifying
the Sakai code base or properties. You may install either or both integrations in a single
instance of your LMS. Most institutions make the LTI tool available to system
administrators so that they can access the admin features and reports via the LTI
interface.

LLTI IntTI Integregrationation

If you have not already installed VeriCite LTI as part of the native integration installation, you
may add it as a system tool to your Sakai instance via the Administrative Workspace GUI.

In thIn the Ae Administrdministration Wation Wororkkspspaacce, selece, select Et Extxterernal Tnal Tools.ools.
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ClicClick Tk Tools Aools Avvailable in Sailable in Syyststem.em.

ClicClick Ak Add Ldd LTI 1.TI 1.1 T1 Toolool
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EntEnter ther the Le LTI cTI configuronfiguration infation inforormation fmation for Vor VereriCitiCite.e.

1. In order to make the tool available in all sites, leave the Site ID field blank.
2. Enter VVereriCitiCitee as the tool title.
3. Enter VVereriCitiCitee as the button text. TThis is the text that will appear in the course tool menu.
4. Provide a brief description of the VeriCite tool, for example "Plagiarism detection service."

This description will display to instructors when they select the tool from a list of
available tools in their sites.

5. Select EnabledEnabled for the tool status.
6. Select VVisibleisible if you want instructors to be able to select it for addition to their courses

sites on their own. (Otherwise, if you prefer for admin users to add it to selected sites
only, you can make it Stealthed.)

7. Enter the launch URL: https://api.vericite.com/web/v1/authenticate/lti
8. Enter the launch key provided by VeriCite. This key is unique to your account.
9. Enter the launch secret provided by VeriCite. This secret is unique to your account.

10. Check the boxes for SenSend User Namd User Names tes to Eo Extxterernal Tnal Toolool and SenSend User Emails td User Emails to Eo Extxterernalnal
TToolool.
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11. Check the box for PPrroovide Rostvide Roster ter to Eo Extxterernal Tnal Toolool.

Click SaSavvee to save the tool configuration.

YYou will nou will noow see thw see the Ve VereriCitiCite Le LTI tTI tool listool listed as oned as one of the of the te toolsools
aavvailable in thailable in the se syyststem.em.
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NoNow that thw that the Ve VereriCitiCite Le LTI tTI tool has been aool has been added tdded to tho the se syyststem,em,
instrucinstructtorors will see it lists will see it listed as a "Plugin Ted as a "Plugin Tool" whool" when then theey go ty go to Sito Sitee
InfInfo > Eo > Edit Tdit Tools.ools.

Plugin Tools are displayed at the bottom of the tool listing, beneath the general Sakai tools
that are available for selection.
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HoHow do I aw do I accccess Vess VereriCitiCite ae administrdministrativativee
ffeeaturatureses??

VeriCite has administrative features that allow admin users to run reports, view statistics
on usage, modify privacy settings, look up reports, and masquerade as users for
diagnostics purposes. All of these features are accessed via the Admin tab in the
VeriCite LTI integration. If your institution is using the native integration within your LMS
assignment tool, you will want to create at least one VeriCite LTI assignment link in a
location where your system administrator has access. This VeriCite LTI assignment does
not need to be available to students. Any admin user accessing the VeriCite LTI
assignment will be able to view the Admin tab and run system-wide reports from that
location.

Note: If you need help creating a VeriCite LTI assignment in your LMS, see the following
related articles: How do I configure VeriCite as an LTI tool? or How do admin users
access VeriCite Admin features (in Canvas)?

LLog in tog in to yo your LMS as an aour LMS as an admin userdmin user..

SelecSelect tht the Ve VereriCitiCite Le LTI assignmTI assignment linkent link..
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ClicClick on thk on the Ae Admin tabdmin tab..
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HoHow do I view do I view Vw VereriCitiCite statistics as an ae statistics as an admindmin??

Note: Admin features are accessed through the VeriCite LTI integration. You must be
logged in as an admin user in the LMS in order to see the Admin tab in VeriCite.

FFrrom thom the Ae Admin mdmin menu, selecenu, select Statistics.t Statistics.
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ChChoose thoose the Ee Evventent..

You may choose any of the following events:

• AAcctivtive Usere Users in last 30 das in last 30 dayyss: Once a day, the number active users in the past 30 days are
calculated and recorded.

• AAcctivtive Usere Users in last 365 das in last 365 dayys:s: Once a day, the number of active users within the past 365
days is calculated and recorded.

• AAvvereraage Reporge Report Sct Scorore:e: The average report score for all reports in your instance shown in
the intervals selected - 5 minutes, 1 hour, or 1 day.

• CCommomments anents and Annd Annotations:otations: When an instructor or TA adds or modifies a paper
comment or annotation.

• NeNew Aw Assignmssignment:ent: A new assignment has been created in VeriCite.
• NeNew Cw Courourse:se: A new course has been added to VeriCite.
• NeNew Userw User:: A new user has been added to VeriCite.
• NeNew User Cw User Contonteext:xt: A user has been added to a course roster.
• NeNew User Pw User Paperaper:: A paper has been submitted to VeriCite
• PPaper Scaper Scorored:ed: A Vericite similarity score has been recorded for the first time or updated.
• ScScorore Distre Distribution:ibution: VeriCite report scores are broken up and tallied in 10 percent

increments. You can choose the following date spans: past 30 days, 90 days, 180 days,
and 1 year.

• VVieiew Reporw Report - All:t - All: The number of reports viewed by any user.
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• VVieiew Reporw Report - Student:t - Student: The number of reports viewed by students.
• VVieiew Reporw Report Matt Matcch:h: The number of matching sentences inspected in a report by any

user.

ChChoose thoose the desire desired Inted Interervvals.als.
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ClicClick Submitk Submit..
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ThThe statistics will displae statistics will displayy..
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(Optional) Clic(Optional) Click ank and drd draag og ovver a secer a section of antion of any gry graph in oraph in orderder
tto zo zoom in.oom in.
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ThThe ce charhart will zt will zoom in toom in to sho shoow thw the selece selectted red region.egion.

(Optional) Clic(Optional) Click Dok Downlownloaad All Statistics td All Statistics to sao savve the the data te data too
yyour cour computomputer as a Cer as a CSV file.SV file.
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HoHow do I look up a rw do I look up a reporeport as an at as an admindmin??

Note: Admin features are accessed through the VeriCite LTI integration. You must be
logged in as an admin user in the LMS in order to see the Admin tab in VeriCite.

FFrrom thom the Ae Admin mdmin menu, selecenu, select Report Report Lt Lookookupup..
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EntEnter ther the infe inforormation fmation for thor the re reporeport yt you wou want tant to vieo vieww..

You may look up a report by entering any of the following:

1. PPaper ID:aper ID: The paper id.
2. EExtxterernal IDnal ID
3. SitSite:e: The site id of the site where the paper was submitted.
4. UserUser:: The user ID of the user that submitted the paper.
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ThThe Pe Paper ID can be locataper ID can be located fed frrom thom the Details of a mate Details of a matcchinhing studentg student
ppaper souraper sourcce.e.
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PPaper details inaper details incclude thlude the pe paper id, as waper id, as well as othell as other infer inforormationmation
about thabout the submission.e submission.

The information displayed in Paper Details will vary according to the permission level of the
user, and the privacy settings specified by the institution.
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ThThe Site Site is the is the id of the id of the ce courourse in yse in your LMSour LMS..
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ThThe User is the User is the user's unique identifier in the user's unique identifier in the se syyststem.em.

If you don't already know the username, you can locate it in the site where the user is
enrolled by going to UserUserss and looking for it in the IDID column.
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ClicClick Lk Lookookup Reporup Reportt..
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ClicClick Vk Vieiew tw to displao display thy the detailed re detailed reporeport ft for thor the desire desired ited item.em.

You will also see the Paper ID, User ID, User UID (or username), First Name, Last Name,
Email, Title, Submitted date, Score, SIte, Site Title, and Assignment title for the report.

If there is more than one report matching your search criteria, you may see a list of several
reports.
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HoHow do I perw do I permanmanently deletently delete a pe a paper faper frromom
ththe Ve VereriCitiCite ine indedexx??

Note: Admin features are accessed through the VeriCite LTI integration. You must be
logged in as an admin user in the LMS in order to see the Admin tab in VeriCite.

FFrrom thom the Ae Admin mdmin menu, selecenu, select Report Report Lt Lookookupup..
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SeSeararcch fh for thor the re reporeport yt you wou want tant to deleto delete.e.

1. Enter the Paper ID to locate the report you would like to remove.
2. Click the LLookookup Reporup Reportsts button once you have entered your search criteria.
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ClicClick Deletk Delete.e.

You will also see the Paper ID, User ID, User UID (or username), First Name, Last Name,
Email, Title, Submitted date, Score, SIte, Site Title, and Assignment title for the report.

If there is more than one report matching your search criteria, you may see a list of several
reports.

CConfironfirm deletion.m deletion.
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You will be prompted to confirm the deletion. If you are sure you want to delete, click OKOK.

Note: Papers deleted from the index cannot be retrieved. They will be permanently
removed from your institutional index.
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HoHow do I view do I view anw and ad adjust submissiondjust submission
infinforormation prmation privivaaccy sety settintingsgs??

VeriCite reports limit the information shown in matching student paper submissions to
ensure that FERPA and other privacy regulations are strictly enforced. By default, the
instructor of the course in which the paper was submitted has access to all of the user
and submission details, but other instructors at the institution see only that there is a
match and the paper ID of the matching student submission. If you wish to modify
these settings so that all instructors have access to additional paper details, the VeriCite
Admin may do so in the Settings area. Any changes made here are system-wide for your
instance.

Note: Admin features are accessed through the VeriCite LTI integration. You must be
logged in as an admin user in the LMS in order to see the Admin tab in VeriCite.
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FFrrom thom the Ae Admin tabdmin tab, selec, select Sett Settintings.gs.
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ChChececk thk the boe box nx neext txt to "I hao "I havve re reeaad and and ad agrgree tee to tho the te terermsms
aboabovve.e.""

Checking this box acknowledges that any changes you make are in compliance with your
institution's student records privacy policies.
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SelecSelect tht the boe boxxes fes for thor the details ye details you wou would likould like te to displao displayy..

Your preferences will be saved automatically once you make your selections.
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(Optional) Clic(Optional) Click thk the Ae Admin Setdmin Settintings Lgs Log link tog link to vieo view thw thee
histhistorory of all cy of all chanhanges tges to tho the institutional sete institutional settintings.gs.
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InstrucInstructtor Aror Articticlesles
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HoHow do I aw do I add a Vdd a VereriCitiCite assignme assignmentent??

VeriCite is a plagiarism detection service which is integrated with Sakai. Instructors can
add VeriCite plagiarism checking to any assignment created within the Assignments
tool by following the steps below.

Go tGo to Ao Assignmssignments.ents.

Select the AAssignmssignmentent tool from the Tool Menu of your site.
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ClicClick Ak Add.dd.

CrCreeatate the the assignme assignmentent..

Create the assignment as normal. You may allow in-line submissions, file attachments, or
both for student submissions, depending on your preference.

Note: Be sure to set the Grade Scale to PPointsoints and enter a maximum point value for the
assignment.
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SelecSelect Vt VereriCitiCite Plae Plagiargiarism Serism Servicvice.e.

If VeriCite is installed on your instance of Sakai, you will see a VVereriCitiCitee PlaPlagiargiarism Serism Servicvicee
option in the assignment settings, just below the Honor Pledge.

Check the box next to VVereriCitiCitee PlaPlagiargiarism Serism Servicvicee to enable VeriCite for this assignment.

Optionally, if you use the service, you may also check the box to AlloAllow students tw students to vieo vieww
rreporeportt.

Check the box next to EExxcclude quotlude quoted mated matererials fials frrom Similarom Similaritity Iny Indedex fx for all por all paperapers in thiss in this
assignmassignmentent to make it the default setting for all reports for this assignment. It is
recommended that you set this as the default in order to lower the number of false
positives. You will still be able to toggle between excluding and including quotes inside
each individual report.

Click PPostost to save your settings and make the assignment available to students.
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AAssignmssignments usinents using Vg VereriCitiCite will be ine will be indicatdicated with a red with a reded
rribbon icibbon icon.on.
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HoHow do I view do I view Vw VereriCitiCite re reporeports fts for studentor student
submissionssubmissions??

Go tGo to Ao Assignmssignments.ents.

Select the AAssignmssignmentent tool from the Tool Menu of your site.
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ClicClick on Grk on Graade.de.

Select the GrGraadede link for the assignment submission reports you want to view.
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VVieiew list of submissions.w list of submissions.

You will see a list of the students in the class, and for those with VeriCite reports, a colored
flag will appear in the VVereriCitiCitee column. Flags are color-coded to indicate the level of
plagiarism (i.e. matching text) detected.

• Blue: 0%
• Green: 1-24%
• Yellow: 25-49%
• Orange: 50-74%
• Red: 75-100%

The type of submission will be shown next to each report flag. Inline submissions will be
indicated as such, and file attachments will display the filename of the attachment. For
students with multiple submissions on an assignment, a unique report will be generated
for each inline and/or file submitted as part of the assignment.

Note: Text within quotation marks is excluded from the matching text.
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ClicClick on a flak on a flag tg to vieo view thw the re reporeportt..

Note: Mousing over the flag will display the report score.

ThThe re reporeport will displat will displayy..

Each time a user views a report, the report is dynamically generated.

Note: When a paper is submitted, VeriCite scans for matching text in our VeriCite web-
crawler database and in your private institutional repository. VeriCite then takes the top
most advanced sentences from the paper and submits them to an external search engine
for a third level of search. A preliminary report, based on the VeriCite database and your
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institutional repository, is displayed right away. If you see a ReporReport Is Not Yt Is Not Yet Cet Completompletee
MessaMessagege, this means that the external search results have not yet returned and you will
need to view the report again later to see all of the results. Typically, this only happens the
first time a report is viewed.
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HoHow do I naw do I navigatvigate a Ve a VereriCitiCite re reporeportt??

In yIn your LMSour LMS, selec, select tht the link fe link for thor the Ve VereriCitiCite re reporeport yt you wou wouldould
liklike te to vieo vieww..

ThThe re reporeport prt progrogress will be shess will be shoown in thwn in the soure sourcces pes panane on the on thee
rright side of thight side of the scre screen.een.

Each time a user views a report, the report is dynamically generated. Progress messages
will display while the report is being compiled.
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OnOncce the the re reporeport is rt is reeaadydy, y, you will see a bou will see a bannanner mer messaessage thatge that
it has been genit has been genereratated.ed.
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EExtxterernal senal seararcch penh pendinding ng noticotice.e.

When a paper is submitted, VeriCite scans for matching text in our VeriCite web-crawler
database and in your private institutional repository. VeriCite then takes the top most
advanced sentences from the paper and submits them to an external search engine for a
third level of search. A preliminary report, based on the VeriCite database and your
institutional repository, is displayed right away. If you see a ReporReport Is Not Yt Is Not Yet Cet Completompletee
MessaMessagege, this means that the external search results have not yet returned and you will
need to view the report again later to see all of the results. Typically, this only happens the
first time a report is viewed.
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ThThe student submission te student submission teext is shxt is shoown on thwn on the left side of the left side of thee
scrscreen.een.

Text is color-coded based on matching level.

1. High matches are sentences which contain nearly word for word matches with source
material. These sentences are highlighted in red.

2. Medium matches are Medium matches are sentences which contain some closely
matching phrases found in source material. These sentences are highlighted in orange.

3. Low matches are sentences which contain a few keywords from source material. These
sentences are highlighted in yellow.

4. Text in light gray italic font has been excluded from the report.
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ThThe mate matcchinhing sourg sourcces ares are she shoown on thwn on the re right side of thight side of thee
scrscreen.een.

The Top Sources for the report display on the right along with the correlating number of
matching sentences in the report for each source. Top Sources are categorized into one of
three source types: Student, Internet, and Journal matches.
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InstrucInstructtor cor commomments arents are locate located at thed at the bote botttom rom right of thight of thee
scrscreen.een.
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HoHow do I prw do I print a Vint a VereriCitiCite re reporeportt??

FFrrom thom the Doe Downlownloaad md menu, selecenu, select Pt Prrint Reporint Reportt..
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ThThe pre printinterer-f-frrieniendly vdly verersion of thsion of the re reporeport will be gent will be genereratated.ed.
PlePlease wase wait fait for it tor it to finish loo finish loaadinding.g.
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SaSavve or pre or print thint the re reporeport ont oncce it has finishe it has finished loed loaadinding.g.
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HoHow do I dow do I downlownloaad a student's ord a student's original fileiginal file
submission fsubmission frrom Vom VereriCitiCitee??

FFrrom thom the Doe Downlownloaad md menu, selecenu, select Dot Downlownloaad Submission.d Submission.
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ThThe ore original student file submission will be doiginal student file submission will be downlownloaaded tded too
yyour cour computomputerer..

The original paper submission will be downloaded in the same file format that the student
uploaded upon submission.

Note: If the student submitted the paper via text entry (or copy and paste), it will be
downloaded as an html document.
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What is thWhat is the sce scorore loge log??

The score log in VeriCite is a record of all changes to the report score over time. Since
VeriCite reports are dynamic, the report score could change as a result of new sources
being discovered, or through instructor actions such as excluding or including text. The
report log can be viewed from the Report Options menu.

ClicClick on Menu, thk on Menu, then selecen select Vt Vieiew Reporw Report Lt Log.og.
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ThThe sce scorore log will displae log will displayy..

The log displays the date and time when a change took place, a description of the action,
the report reference score, and the user that initiated the action (if applicable).
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HoHow do I mw do I modifodify thy the Ee Exxcclude Quotlude Quotes setes settintingg
ffor an inor an individual rdividual reporeportt??

When you create an assignment, you specify the default EExxcclude Quotlude Quoteses setting for all
submissions to the assignment. However, you may adjust this setting on an individual
report if desired. Turning off this option will include all text in the matching index,
regardless of whether or not students have quoted the text correctly.

Note: The References or Bibliography section of a paper is always excluded from the
matching, even if quotes are not excluded.

ClicClick on Menu, ank on Menu, and thd then selecen select Int Incclude Quotlude Quotes.es.
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Note: If you are already including quotes for the report, you may toggle this setting back on
by selecting Menu > EMenu > Exxcclude Quotlude Quoteses.

ClicClick Updatk Update.e.

A banner message will appear to let you know that there have been changes to the report,
and you need to UpdatUpdatee to see the current score.
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ThThe ne neew scw scorore will be displae will be displayyed.ed.
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HoHow do I mw do I modifodify thy the Ee Exxcclude Selflude Self-pla-plagiargiarismism
setsettinting fg for an inor an individual rdividual reporeportt??

When you create an assignment, you specify the default EExxcclude Self Plalude Self Plagiargiarismism setting
for all submissions to the assignment. However, this setting may be modified for an
individual report if desired. Excluding self plagiarism allows students to submit multiple
copies (or drafts) of the same text within the same course without it being flagged as a
match. If you would like to turn off this option and view multiple drafts from the same
student as individual matches within the course, you may do so from the Report
Options menu.

Note: Student submissions of the same text in different courses at your institution will
always be flagged as student paper matches.
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ClicClick on Menu, ank on Menu, and thd then selecen select Int Incclude Selflude Self-Pla-Plagiargiarism.ism.

Note: If you are already including self-plagiarism for the report, you may toggle this setting
back on by selecting Menu > EMenu > Exxcclude Selflude Self-Pla-Plagiargiarismism.
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ClicClick Updatk Update.e.

A banner message will appear to let you know that there have been changes to the report,
and you need to UpdatUpdatee to see the current score.
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ThThe ne neew scw scorore will be displae will be displayyed.ed.
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HoHow do I filw do I filtter ther the re reporeport bt by maty matcch leh levvel?el?

Matches are color-coded according to the level of match:

• Red = High matches are sentences which contain nearly word for word matches with
source material

• Orange = Medium matches are sentences which contain some closely matching
phrases found in source material

• Yellow = Low matches are sentences which contain a few keywords from source
material

You may filter the report view to show only one level of match at a time.
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FFrrom thom the file filtter ber by maty matcch leh levvel drel dropop-do-down mwn menu, selecenu, select tht thee
lelevvel of matel of matcch yh you wou want tant to vieo vieww..
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ThThe re reporeport viet view will cw will chanhange tge to displao display only thy only the selece selectteded
matmatcch leh levvel.el.
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HoHow do I ew do I exxcclude a sourlude a sourcce fe frrom thom the re reporeportt??

You may exclude a source from the report in two different ways: by excluding it from
the Top Source matches list, or by excluding it from the individual source comparison
view.

TTo eo exxcclude a sourlude a sourcce fe frrom Tom Top Sourop Sourcces:es:

RemRemoovve the the ce chhececk fk frrom thom the boe box nx neext txt to tho the soure sourcce, ane, and thd then cen cliclickk
UpdatUpdate.e.
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TTo eo exxcclude a sourlude a sourcce fe frrom thom the ine individual sourdividual sourcce ce compompararisonison
vievieww::

ChChececk thk the boe box nx neext txt to Eo Exxcclude Sourlude Sourcce, ane, and thd then cen cliclick Updatk Update.e.
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ThThe update updated red reporeport will displat will displayy..

Notice that Excluded Sources will be listed in a separate section below the Top Sources list.
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HoHow do I ew do I exxcclude a sentlude a sentenencce fe frrom thom the re reporeportt??

Excluding a sentence from the report will remove all source matches for the excluded
sentence from the overall report matching score.

ClicClick on thk on the sente sentenencce ye you wou want tant to eo exxcclude.lude.
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PlaPlacce a ce a chhececk mark mark in thk in the Ee Exxcclude This Tlude This Teext boxt box.x.
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ClicClick Updatk Update.e.

You will be prompted to UpdatUpdatee the report to see changes in the score.
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ThThe update updated red reporeport will displat will displayy..

Notice the following items in the updated report.

1. The new report score is shown.
2. The excluded sentence now appears in gray italic font, with a strikethrough to indicate

that it was excluded by the instructor.
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HoHow do I inspecw do I inspect an int an individual Tdividual Top Sourop Sourccee??

Top Sources are the sources that have the most matches in common with the student
submission. You can inspect one Top Source at a time to view the matching text side by
side with the student submission. There are two ways to do this.

ClicClick on thk on the soure sourcce in the in the Te Top Sourop Sourcces listes list..
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OrOr, f, frrom thom the file filtter ber by soury sourcce dre dropop-do-down mwn menu, selecenu, select tht thee
soursourcce ye you wou would likould like te to inspeco inspectt..
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ThThe mate matcchinhing sourg sourcce te teext will displaxt will display on thy on the re right side of thight side of thee
scrscreen.een.

Notice that the highlighted sentence in the student submission is also highlighted in the
source text area for comparison. Bold type also indicates the key matching words within the
source sentence.
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MatMatcchinhing sourg sourcces that ares that are ne no lono longer ager avvailable.ailable.

Occasionally, you may run across matching sources that are no longer available for retrieval.
This can happen if the original source page is renamed or deleted. If that is the case, you will
see a message indicating that the original source is no longer available, along with the date
when the source was last found.
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Use thUse the up ane up and dod down arwn arrroowws ts to jump to jump to otho other mater matcchinhingg
sentsentenencces within thes within the same same soure sourcce.e.
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ClicClick thk the ce close sentlose sentenencce inspece inspection X iction X icon ton to ro retureturn tn to tho the liste list
of Tof Top Sourop Sourcces.es.
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HoHow do I inspecw do I inspect an int an individual sentdividual sentenenccee??

Inspecting an individual sentence will show you all of the matching sources found for
that sentence, including sources which may not be shown in the Top Sources list.

ClicClick on thk on the sente sentenencce ye you wou want tant to inspeco inspectt..
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ThThe mate matcchinhing sourg sourcces fes for that sentor that sentenencce will displae will displayy..

1. The selected sentence will be highlighted on the left.
2. The matching sources for that sentence will be listed on the right.
3. Click SourSourcce Te Teextxt for any of the sources listed to see a side-by-side comparison of the

match.
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ThThe mate matcchinhing sourg sourcce te teext will displaxt will display on thy on the re right side of thight side of thee
scrscreen.een.

Note that the matching sentences for the student paper and the matching source will be
highlighted for comparison. Bold type also indicates the key matching words in the source
sentence.
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Use thUse the up ane up and dod down arwn arrroowws ts to jump to jump to otho other mater matcchinhingg
sentsentenencces within thes within the same same soure sourcce.e.
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ClicClick on thk on the ce close sourlose sourcce inspece inspection X iction X icon ton to ro retureturn tn to tho thee
list of all matlist of all matcchinhing sourg sourcces fes for thor the selece selectted sented sentenencce.e.
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HoHow do I aw do I add a cdd a commomment tent to tho the re reporeportt??

You may add report level comments or sentence level comments in VeriCite.

OvOvererall rall reporeport let levvel cel commomments.ents.

To add a report level comment, make sure that you have not selected a particular sentence.

ClicClick thk the Ae Add Cdd Commomment butent buttton.on.
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EntEnter yer your cour commomment intent into tho the te teext entrxt entry field, any field, and thd then Saen Savve.e.
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(Optional) St(Optional) Storore the the ce commomment fent for lator later rer reuse.euse.

If you would like to save your comment for easy reuse, check the box next to StStorore Thise This
CCommommentent. Stored comments are available for selection from the drop-down menu above
the text entry field. If you would like to reuse a stored comment, simply select it from the
menu.
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ThThe ce commomment will displaent will display in thy in the ce commomments secents section with thtion with the re reporeportt
icicon ton to ino indicatdicate that it is an oe that it is an ovvererall rall reporeport let levvel cel commommentent..

InIndividual sentdividual sentenencce ce commomments.ents.

To add a sentence level comment, first select the specific sentence on which you would like
to comment.
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ClicClick on thk on the sente sentenencce in the in the student submission te student submission teext arxt areea.a.
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ClicClick thk the Ae Add Cdd Commomment butent buttton.on.
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EntEnter yer your cour commomment intent into tho the te teext entrxt entry field, any field, and thd then Saen Savve.e.
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(Optional) St(Optional) Storore the the ce commomment fent for lator later rer reuse.euse.

If you would like to save your comment for easy reuse, check the box next to StStorore Thise This
CCommommentent. Stored comments are available for selection from the drop-down menu above
the text entry field. If you would like to reuse a stored comment, simply select it from the
menu.
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ThThe ce commomment will displaent will display in thy in the ce commomments secents section with thtion with thee
sentsentenencce ce commomment icent icon ton to ino indicatdicate that it is an ine that it is an individual sentdividual sentenenccee
lelevvel cel commommentent..
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HoHow do I edit an ew do I edit an existinxisting cg commommentent??

ClicClick thk the Ee Edit link fdit link for an eor an existinxisting cg commommentent..

The EEditdit option will appear when you mouse over a specific comment.
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MakMake ye your cour chanhanges in thges in the te teext entrxt entry field, any field, and thd then Saen Savve.e.
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ThThe update updated ced commomment will nent will noow displaw displayy..
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HoHow do I deletw do I delete a ce a commommentent??

ClicClick thk the Ee Edit link fdit link for thor the ce commomment yent you wou would likould like te to deleto delete.e.

The EEditdit option will appear when you mouse over a specific comment.
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ClicClick Deletk Delete.e.

ClicClick OK tk OK to co confironfirm deletion.m deletion.
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What arWhat are student pe student paper mataper matcchheses??

Student paper matches are sources where the student submission for the assignment
matches another student paper in your institutional repository. VeriCite reports limit the
information shown in matching student paper submissions to ensure that FERPA and
other privacy regulations are strictly enforced. Students will not see any identifiable
student data or text for the matching student paper; they only see that a student paper
match has been found. By default, the instructor of the course in which the paper was
submitted has access to all of the user and submission details, but other instructors at
the institution see only that there is a match and the paper ID of the matching student
submission. Privacy settings may be modified by the VeriCite Administrator at the
institution.
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Student pStudent paper mataper matcchhes ares are ine indicatdicated bed by thy the Student ice Student icon.on.
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ClicClick on thk on the soure sourcce te to vieo view thw the sidee side-b-byy-side c-side compompararison.ison.

Matching text from the student assignment submission on the left side of the screen and (if
you have permission to view the matching text) the student paper match on the right side
of the screen will be highlighted for comparison.
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If yIf you do nou do not haot havve pere permission tmission to vieo view thw the mate matcchinhing tg teextxt, y, you will seeou will see
a ma messaessage likge like the the one one she shoown hwn herere.e.
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TTo vieo view student matw student matcch details, ch details, cliclick thk the X te X to co close thlose the soure sourccee
tteext cxt compompararison vieison vieww..
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FFrrom thom the list of mate list of matcchhes fes for an inor an individual sentdividual sentenencce, ce, cliclick thk thee
Details butDetails buttton.on.
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PPaper details will displaaper details will displayy..

Remember that users are only shown the details that they have permission to view. For
example, students will not see any identifiable student data for student paper matches.
Instructors will only see details for students in their courses by default.
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What arWhat are inte interernnet matet matcchheses??

Internet matches are matching sources found on publicly available web pages. You may
view the side-by-side text comparison for internet matches, or link to the source page in
a new window to view the original source.

IntInterernnet matet matcchhes ares are ine indicatdicated bed by thy the Inte Interernnet icet icon.on.
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ClicClick on thk on the soure sourcce te to vieo view thw the sidee side-b-byy-side c-side compompararison.ison.

Matching text from the student assignment submission on the left side of the screen and
the internet match on the right side of the screen will be highlighted for comparison.
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OcOccasionallycasionally, int, interernnet matet matcchhes will be unaes will be unavvailable failable for ror retretrieievval if thal if thee
ppaage has been mge has been modified or deletodified or deleted.ed.

If the internet source has changed or can no longer be located, you will see a message
indicating when the matching source was last available, as well as the web address for the
page.
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TTo vieo view thw the soure sourcce we web peb paage in a nge in a neew winw windodoww, c, cliclick onk on
soursourcce link in the link in the te teext cxt compompararison vieison vieww..
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YYou maou may also open thy also open the soure sourcce in a ne in a neew winw windodow bw by cy cliclickkiningg
on thon the ee extxterernal sournal sourcce ice icon in thon in the Te Top Sourop Sourcces listes list..
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ThThe inte interernnet souret sourcce will displae will displayy..
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What arWhat are open ae open accccess jouress journal matnal matcchheses??

Open access journal matches are academic journal sources that are publicly available
online and have been indexed by VeriCite. Open access journal matches include the
source's bibliographic details, as well as a link to the source, and the matching text
comparison.

Open aOpen accccess jouress journal matnal matcchhes ares are ine indicatdicated bed by thy the Joure Journalnal
icicon.on.
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ClicClick on thk on the soure sourcce te to vieo view thw the sidee side-b-byy-side c-side compompararison.ison.

Matching text from the student assignment submission on the left side of the screen and
the open access journal match on the right side of the screen will be highlighted for
comparison.
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TTo vieo view open aw open accccess jouress journal details, cnal details, cliclick thk the X te X to co close thlose thee
soursourcce te teext cxt compompararison vieison vieww..
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ClicClick thk the Details bute Details buttton.on.
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ThThe soure sourcce details will displae details will displayy..
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TTo vieo view or dow or downlownloaad thd the joure journal pnal paper mataper matcch, ch, cliclick thk thee
eextxterernal linknal link..
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ThThe joure journal pnal paper mataper matcch will eithh will either open in a ner open in a neew winw windodoww, or, or
dodownlownloaad td to yo your cour computomputerer..
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HoHow do I rw do I reineincclude a prlude a preeviously eviously exxccludedluded
soursourccee??

Sources that the instructor has excluded from a particular report will appear listed in
the lower right portion of the screen.

ChChececk thk the boe box nx neext txt to tho the soure sourcce ye you wou want tant to ro reineincclude.lude.
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ClicClick Updatk Update.e.
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ThThe update updated red reporeport will displat will displayy..
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HoHow do I rw do I reineincclude a prlude a preeviously eviously exxccludedluded
sentsentenenccee??

Excluded sentences appear in gray italic font within the student submission text.

ClicClick on thk on the ee exxccluded sentluded sentenencce te to seleco select itt it..
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RemRemoovve the the ce chhececk mark mark in thk in the boe box nx neext txt to Eo Exxcclude This Tlude This Teextxt..
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ClicClick Updatk Update.e.
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ThThe update updated red reporeport will displat will displayy..
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Student ArStudent Articticlesles
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HoHow do I submit mw do I submit my py paper taper to Vo VereriCitiCitee??

Go tGo to Ao Assignmssignments.ents.

Select the AAssignmssignmentent tool from the Tool Menu of your site.
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ClicClick on thk on the assignme assignment yent you wou want tant to submito submit..
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UploUploaad or entd or enter yer your submission anour submission and thd then cen cliclick Submitk Submit..

Note: VeriCite assignments include a notice indicating that your submission will be
electronically reviewed for plagiarism.
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HoHow do I view do I view mw my Vy VereriCitiCite re reporeportt??

Go tGo to Ao Assignmssignments.ents.

Select the AAssignmssignmentent tool from the Tool Menu of your site.
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ClicClick on thk on the title of the title of the assignme assignmentent..
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ClicClick on thk on the flae flag tg to vieo view yw your rour reporeportt..

If your instructor has allowed students to view their own reports, a link to the report will
display here.

Click on the flag icon next to the inline text or filename of your submission to open the
report. If you have more than one file, you may see multiple flags, one for each report.
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ThThe re reporeport will displat will displayy..

Each time a user views a report, the report is dynamically generated. The loading progress
indicator informs the user of the repositories being scanned and visually indicates how the
report is being compiled.

Note: When a paper is submitted, VeriCite scans for matching text in our VeriCite web-
crawler database and in your private institutional repository. VeriCite then takes the top
most advanced sentences from the paper and submits them to an external search engine
for a third level of search. A preliminary report, based on the VeriCite database and your
institutional repository, is displayed right away. If you see a ReporReport Is Not Yt Is Not Yet Cet Completompletee
MessaMessagege, this means that the external search results have not yet returned and you will
need to view the report again later to see all of the results. Typically, this only happens the
first time a report is viewed.
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HoHow do I naw do I navigatvigate me my Vy VereriCitiCite re reporeport as at as a
studentstudent??

WhWhen yen you open you open your rour reporeportt, th, the re reporeport prt progrogress will beess will be
shshoown in thwn in the soure sourcces pes panane on the on the re right side of thight side of the scre screen.een.

Each time a user views a report, the report is dynamically generated. Progress messages
will display while the report is being compiled.
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OnOncce the the re reporeport is rt is reeaadydy, y, you will see a bou will see a bannanner mer messaessage thatge that
it has been genit has been genereratated.ed.
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EExtxterernal senal seararcch penh pendinding ng noticotice.e.

When a paper is submitted, VeriCite scans for matching text in our VeriCite web-crawler
database and in your private institutional repository. VeriCite then takes the top most
advanced sentences from the paper and submits them to an external search engine for a
third level of search. A preliminary report, based on the VeriCite database and your
institutional repository, is displayed right away. If you see a ReporReport Is Not Yt Is Not Yet Cet Completompletee
MessaMessagege, this means that the external search results have not yet returned and you will
need to view the report again later to see all of the results. Typically, this only happens the
first time a report is viewed.
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ThThe student submission te student submission teext is shxt is shoown on thwn on the left side of the left side of thee
scrscreen.een.

Text is color-coded based on matching level.

1. High matches are sentences which contain nearly word for word matches with source
material. These sentences are highlighted in red.

2. Medium matches are Medium matches are sentences which contain some closely
matching phrases found in source material. These sentences are highlighted in orange.

3. Low matches are sentences which contain a few keywords from source material. These
sentences are highlighted in yellow.

4. Text in light gray italic font has been excluded from the report. (Gray italic font with a
strikethrough means that it has been excluded by the instructor.)
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ThThe mate matcchinhing sourg sourcces ares are she shoown on thwn on the re right side of thight side of thee
scrscreen.een.

The Top Sources for the report display on the right along with the correlating number of
matching sentences in the report for each source. Top Sources are categorized into one of
three source types: Student, Internet, and Journal matches.
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InstrucInstructtor cor commomments arents are locate located at thed at the bote botttom rom right of thight of thee
scrscreen.een.
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HoHow do I filw do I filtter mer my ry reporeport bt by maty matcch leh levvel?el?

Matches are color-coded according to the level of match:

• Red = High matches are sentences which contain nearly word for word matches with
source material

• Orange = Medium matches are sentences which contain some closely matching
phrases found in source material

• Yellow = Low matches are sentences which contain a few keywords from source
material

You may filter the report view to show only one level of match at a time.
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FFrrom thom the file filtter ber by maty matcch leh levvel drel dropop-do-down mwn menu, selecenu, select tht thee
lelevvel of matel of matcch yh you wou want tant to vieo vieww..
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ThThe re reporeport viet view will cw will chanhange tge to displao display only thy only the selece selectteded
matmatcch leh levvel.el.
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HoHow do I inspecw do I inspect an int an individual Tdividual Top Sourop Sourccee??

Top Sources are the sources that have the most matches in common with the student
submission. You can inspect one Top Source at a time to view the matching text side by
side with the student submission. There are two ways to do this.

ClicClick on thk on the soure sourcce in the in the Te Top Sourop Sourcces listes list..
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OrOr, f, frrom thom the file filtter ber by soury sourcce dre dropop-do-down mwn menu, selecenu, select tht thee
soursourcce ye you wou would likould like te to inspeco inspectt..
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ThThe mate matcchinhing sourg sourcce te teext will displaxt will display on thy on the re right side of thight side of thee
scrscreen.een.

Notice that the highlighted sentence in the student submission is also highlighted in the
source text area for comparison. Bold type also indicates key matching words within the
source sentence.
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MatMatcchinhing sourg sourcces that ares that are ne no lono longer ager avvailable.ailable.

Occasionally, you may run across matching sources that are no longer available for retrieval.
This can happen if the original source page is renamed or deleted. If that is the case, you will
see a message indicating that the original source is no longer available, along with the date
when the source was last found.
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Use thUse the up ane up and dod down arwn arrroowws ts to jump to jump to otho other mater matcchinhingg
sentsentenencces within thes within the same same soure sourcce.e.
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ClicClick thk the ce close sentlose sentenencce inspece inspection X iction X icon ton to ro retureturn tn to tho the liste list
of Tof Top Sourop Sourcces.es.
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HoHow do I inspecw do I inspect an int an individual sentdividual sentenenccee??

Inspecting an individual sentence will show you all of the matching sources found for
that sentence, including sources which may not be shown in the Top Sources list.

ClicClick on thk on the sente sentenencce ye you wou want tant to inspeco inspectt..
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ThThe mate matcchinhing sourg sourcces fes for that sentor that sentenencce will displae will displayy..

1. The selected sentence will be highlighted on the left.
2. The matching sources for that sentence will be listed on the right.
3. Click SourSourccee TTeextxt for any of the sources listed to see a side-by-side comparison of the

match.
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ThThe mate matcchinhing sourg sourcce te teext will displaxt will display on thy on the re right side of thight side of thee
scrscreen.een.

Note that the matching sentences for the student paper and the matching source will be
highlighted for comparison. Bold type also indicates the key matching words in the source
sentence.
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Use thUse the up ane up and dod down arwn arrroowws ts to jump to jump to otho other mater matcchinhingg
sentsentenencces within thes within the same same soure sourcce.e.
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ClicClick on thk on the ce close sourlose sourcce inspece inspection X iction X icon ton to ro retureturn tn to tho thee
list of all matlist of all matcchinhing sourg sourcces fes for thor the selece selectted sented sentenencce.e.
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What arWhat are student pe student paper mataper matcchheses??

Student paper matches are sources where the student submission for the assignment
matches another student paper in your institutional repository. VeriCite reports limit the
information shown in matching student paper submissions to ensure that FERPA and
other privacy regulations are strictly enforced. Students will not see any identifiable
student data or text for the matching student paper; they only see that a student paper
match has been found. By default, the instructor of the course in which the paper was
submitted has access to all of the user and submission details, but other instructors at
the institution see only that there is a match and the paper ID of the matching student
submission. Privacy settings may be modified by the VeriCite Administrator at the
institution.
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Student pStudent paper mataper matcchhes ares are ine indicatdicated bed by thy the Student ice Student icon.on.
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In student vieIn student vieww, th, the soure sourcce te teext cxt compompararison is nison is not aot avvailableailable
ffor student por student paper mataper matcchhes.es.
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What arWhat are inte interernnet matet matcchheses??

Internet matches are matching sources found on publicly available web pages. You may
view the side-by-side text comparison for internet matches, or link to the source page in
a new window to view the original source.

IntInterernnet matet matcchhes ares are ine indicatdicated bed by thy the Inte Interernnet icet icon.on.
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ClicClick on thk on the soure sourcce te to vieo view thw the sidee side-b-byy-side c-side compompararison.ison.

Matching text from the student assignment submission on the left side of the screen and
the internet match on the right side of the screen will be highlighted for comparison. Bold
type also indicates key matching words within the source sentence.
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OcOccasionallycasionally, int, interernnet matet matcchhes will be unaes will be unavvailable failable for ror retretrieievval if thal if thee
ppaage has been mge has been modified or deletodified or deleted.ed.

If the internet source has changed or can no longer be located, you will see a message
indicating when the matching source was last available, as well as the web address for the
page.
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TTo vieo view thw the soure sourcce we web peb paage in a nge in a neew winw windodoww, c, cliclick onk on
soursourcce link in the link in the te teext cxt compompararison vieison vieww..
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YYou maou may also open thy also open the soure sourcce in a ne in a neew winw windodow bw by cy cliclickkiningg
on thon the ee extxterernal sournal sourcce ice icon in thon in the Te Top Sourop Sourcces listes list..
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ThThe inte interernnet souret sourcce will displae will displayy..
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What arWhat are open ae open accccess jouress journal matnal matcchheses??

Open access journal matches are academic journal sources that are publicly available
online and have been indexed by VeriCite. Open access journal matches include the
source's bibliographic details, as well as a link to the source, and the matching text
comparison.

Open aOpen accccess jouress journal matnal matcchhes ares are ine indicatdicated bed by thy the Joure Journalnal
icicon.on.
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ClicClick on thk on the soure sourcce te to vieo view thw the sidee side-b-byy-side c-side compompararison.ison.

Matching text from the student assignment submission on the left side of the screen and
the open access journal match on the right side of the screen will be highlighted for
comparison.
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TTo vieo view open aw open accccess jouress journal details, cnal details, cliclick thk the ce close sourlose sourccee
inspecinspection X ttion X to vieo view all matw all matcchinhing sourg sourcces fes for that sentor that sentenencce.e.
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ClicClick thk the Details bute Details buttton.on.
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ThThe soure sourcce details will displae details will displayy..
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TTo vieo view or dow or downlownloaad thd the joure journal pnal paper mataper matcch, ch, cliclick thk thee
eextxterernal linknal link..
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ThThe joure journal pnal paper mataper matcch will eithh will either open in a ner open in a neew winw windodoww, or, or
dodownlownloaad td to yo your cour computomputerer..
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HoHow do I prw do I print a Vint a VereriCitiCite re reporeportt??

FFrrom thom the Doe Downlownloaad md menu, selecenu, select Pt Prrint Reporint Reportt..
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ThThe pre printinterer-f-frrieniendly vdly verersion of thsion of the re reporeport will be gent will be genereratated.ed.
PlePlease wase wait fait for it tor it to finish loo finish loaadinding.g.
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SaSavve or pre or print thint the re reporeport ont oncce it has finishe it has finished loed loaadinding.g.
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HoHow do I dow do I downlownloaad md my ory original fileiginal file
submission fsubmission frrom Vom VereriCitiCitee??

FFrrom thom the Doe Downlownloaad md menu, selecenu, select Dot Downlownloaad Submission.d Submission.
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YYour orour original assignmiginal assignment file submission will be doent file submission will be downlownloaadedded
tto yo your cour computomputerer..

Your original paper submission will be downloaded in the same file format you uploaded
upon submission.

Note: If you submitted your paper via text entry (or copy and paste), it will be downloaded as
an html document.
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HoHow do I view do I view instrucw instructtor cor commomments in aents in a
VVereriCitiCite re reporeportt??

InstrucInstructtor cor commomments arents are locate located at thed at the bote botttom rom right of thight of thee
scrscreen.een.

If there are long or multiple comments shown in this section, use the scroll bar to scroll
down and view additional information.
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ClicClick on thk on the ee expxpanand/cd/collapse arollapse arrroow tw to to toggle thoggle the Ce Commommentsents
secsection open or ction open or closed.losed.
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ThTherere are are te twwo to types of cypes of commomments: rents: reporeport let levvel anel and sentd sentenenccee
lelevvel.el.

ReporReport let levvel cel commomments.ents.

Report comments are overall comments about the paper as a whole. They are indicated
with a page icon in the Comments section.

SentSentenencce lee levvel cel commomments.ents.

Sentence comments are attached to a particular sentence in your paper. They are indicated
with a blue comment bubble icon. You will also see this icon within the body of the report
next to any sentences which have comments.
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ClicClick on a sentk on a sentenencce lee levvel cel commomment tent to inspeco inspect tht the associate associateded
sentsentenencce.e.

When you select a sentence comment in the comments area, the sentence associated with
the comment will be highlighted in the student submission text shown on the left.
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FFililtter ther the re reporeport viet view tw to highlight only co highlight only commommententeded
sentsentenencces.es.

If you want to view only the commented sentences in the report, you may select
CCommommentented Mated Matcchheses from the filter by match level drop-down menu and the report will
highlight only the sentences which have comments.
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